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We present the integrated set of tools Arctis for the rapid development of reactive services. In our method,
services are composed of collaborative building blocks that encapsulate behavioral patterns expressed as
UML 2.0 collaborations and activities. Due to our underlying semantics in temporal logic, building blocks
as well as their compositions can be transformed into formulas and model checked incrementally in
order to guarantee that important system properties are kept. The process of model checking is fully
automated. Error traces are presented to the users as easily understandable animations, so that no exper-
tise in temporal logic is needed. In addition, the results of model checking are analyzed, so that in some
cases automated diagnoses and fixes can be provided as well. The formal semantics also enables the cor-
rect, automatic synthesis of the activities to state machines which form the input of our code generators.
Thus, the collaborative models can be fully automatically transformed into executable Java code. We
present the development of a mobile treasure hunt system to exemplify the method and the tools.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Reactive systems consist of numerous devices like controllers,
sensors and computation nodes which must be connected to pro-
vide services together that each single unit could not render sepa-
rately. Unfortunately, the coordination of units often turns out to
be more difficult than expected. One reason for that is the reactive
nature of most systems dealing with several actuators or users; of-
ten, these systems follow a symmetric peer-to-peer structure in
which several units may take initiative simultaneously. This makes
the modeling of system synchronizations difficult and demands
suitable modeling techniques.

Another inherent reason is the so-called cross-cutting nature of
services. Obviously, to execute a service, we need a description of
its physically deployable components. Their behavior can be ex-
pressed by means of state machines, as for example offered by
ITU-T (2002) or Object Management Group (2007). A service, how-
ever, is typically collaborative and spans across several compo-
nents, and one component participates in several services. This
collaborative dimension is orthogonal to that of components
(Mikkonen, 1999). If we only use component descriptions, services
are specified only indirectly by the combined behavior of its partic-
ipating components. In contrast, a more explicit description in the
form of collaborations (see, for example (Sanders et al., 2005)), not
ll rights reserved.
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only has the benefit that service behavior can be understood and
analyzed in isolation, but also opens new possibilities for the reuse
of services as sub-functions provided by several components: Both,
local functionality and solutions to problems that require coordi-
nation of several components, can be used directly in various
applications.

Based on the idea to enable the reuse of collaborative, reactive
behavior in the form of building blocks, we developed the engi-
neering method SPACE (Kraemer, 2008; Kraemer and Herrmann,
2006, 2007a,b), depicted in Fig. 1. To build a system, an engineer
considers a library of reusable building blocks. In contrast to more
traditional components, these building blocks may cover collabo-
rative behavior among several components. They are expressed as
a combination of UML 2.0 collaborations, activities and so-called
external state machines (ESMs) to document their externally visible
behavior. The building blocks are composed to more comprehen-
sive ones, until the system specification is complete. After an anal-
ysis and potential corrections, the produced system specification is
transformed automatically into state machines which can be
implemented via code generation. The approach comprises the fol-
lowing key features that speed up development:

– The design of a service is facilitated by applying reusable build-
ing blocks that are general or domain specific collaborations
which can be integrated into several system descriptions. Due
to the abstract description via external interfaces expressed by
the ESMs, the internals of the building blocks do not have to
be considered when they are applied.
id composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 1. The SPACE engineering method.
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– Engineers only work on collaborative models expressed by UML
activities. The component-oriented models expressed by state
machines that are needed for code generation are derived fully
automatically; a difficult and time-consuming manual synthesis
of state machines is not necessary.

– Due to the mathematical background in temporal logic, the
compositions and transformations are sound. For such a proof,
see (Kraemer, 2008, App. B). Beyond that, model checking is pos-
sible also for larger systems. The compositional properties of the
method facilitates the analysis of the building blocks in separa-
tion which reduces the state space during model checking sig-
nificantly. Currently, the analysis focuses on general safety
properties that should be fulfilled by any application, for
instance that all building blocks an application is composed
from are used in a correct manner. Since theorems for these
behaviors can be derived automatically, the process of model
checking is completely automated, and engineers do not need
to deal with any formal technique directly.

The theoretical foundations of the method are detailed in Kra-
emer (2008) and Kraemer and Herrmann (2007a,b, 2006)). In the
following, we focus on the corresponding tool support, imple-
mented by the Arctis plug-ins (Arctis, 2009), as depicted in Fig. 2.
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Building blocks are composed by engineers using the Arctis editor.
The result can either be composite building blocks or entire sys-
tems, which are also special forms of building blocks. If desired,
building blocks may be archived in the library for later reuse. To
analyze a building block, its UML activity is transformed into a
temporal logic formula and transferred to the TLC model checker
(Yu et al., 1999). It verifies the specification against theorems that
we will explain later. If a theorem is violated, the analyzer tries to
identify possible reasons and presents an error trace as animation
in the activity to the engineer. Once a system specification is con-
sistent and sound, it may be implemented automatically using a
model transformation and code generation.

We will proceed as follows: In the next section, we present how
our example of a mobile treasure hunt is composed from building
blocks using the Arctis editor. In Section 3, we present how Arctis
supports the analysis of specifications by automating model check-
ing and the provision of corrections in some cases. The transforma-
tion from activities to state machines is explained in Section 4, and
the code generation process is summarized in Section 5. We close
with an overview of related approaches and concluding remarks.

2. Composing services from building blocks

As an example we develop a mobile treasure hunt, first de-
scribed in Samset and Br�k (2008). In this game, a player receives
a riddle via SMS. The answer of the riddle is associated with a cer-
tain location in the town the game takes place. To answer, the
player does not reply via an SMS but tries to reach the location.
Via GSM/GPS/WLAN positioning of the mobile phone, the player’s
position is known to the system; once at the correct goal, the next
riddle is sent out until the final place is reached. To make the game
more difficult, players must reach the target location within a lim-
ited time. For the discussion, we consider the realization for one
player at a time. Using the mechanisms described in Kraemer et
al. (2007), this specification can be expanded to handle multiple
users as well.

The system is specified by a UML 2.0 collaboration as shown in
the screenshot in Fig. 3. On this level, the collaboration roles (de-
picted by rectangles) represent the components of the system.
The location server is responsible for the positioning of mobile sub-
scribers. The sms gateway provides SMS-based communication
from the users into the system and vice versa. We assume, that
these components are realized and managed by an external oper-
ator; for our specification, they are therefore part of the environ-
ment, marked with a corresponding stereotype. In contrast, the
three other components are constituents of the system we are
going to implement. The game server is responsible for coordinat-
ing the game, assisted by the proximity and riddle servers. The col-
laboration uses (depicted as ellipses) decompose the overall
functionality of the treasure hunt system into sub-services. Be-
tween the game server and the sms gateway, collaboration uses
Model
Transformer

Code 
Generator

,
UML State Machines Java Code

he tool support.
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Fig. 4. Building blocks provided by a network operator.

Fig. 3. Eclipse workbench with the Arctis library browser and editor.
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s1: Single SMS Notification and s2: Send SMS realize the necessary
interactions with the player. Collaboration use p: Proximity Alert re-
fers to a three-way collaboration between the location server, the
game server and an additional proximity server. Within this collab-
oration, the proximity server constantly monitors the position of
the user and alerts the game manager once the user is at a specified
target.1 A dedicated collaboration to query riddles from a data base
is r: Riddle Generation.

2.1. Elementary building blocks

The services offered by the network operator are encapsulated
within dedicated, collaborative building blocks. In addition to the
interface behavior towards the operator’s servers, such building
blocks may also contain local behavior that simplifies the task to
implement and integrate them with the rest of the system.

As UML collaborations and collaboration uses focus only on
structural issues like role binding, we use a combination of UML
activities and ESMs (external state machines) for the description
of behavior. Fig. 4 shows the external representation for the build-
ing blocks encapsulating behavior towards the operator.2 On the
right side, they are shown in their instantiated form as call behavior
actions. These are constructs of UML activities and can be composed
within an enclosing activity, as we will see in Section 2.2. The pins at
their sides are used to control their behavior. As activities can be
understood by token flow semantics (Object Management Group,
2007), building blocks (instantiated as call behavior actions) are con-
trolled by tokens passing their pins. The call behavior action s1: Sin-
gle SMS Notification has only two pins: Input pin subscribe activates
the block, awaiting an incoming SMS. This is issued by a token pass-
ing through the terminating output pin sms, which in turn deacti-
vates the building block. As parameter, subscribe carries the
number agreed upon with the operator that subscribers use to send
in messages. Pin sms provides objects of type Message for each
incoming SMS.
1 The decision to realize the proximity server as a separate component can be
motivated by different reasons, for example a load analysis as explained in Br�k and
Haugen (1993).

2 The building block for the location tracking is used within collaboration Proximity
Alert, as we will see below.
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To document the valid sequences in which these pins may be
invoked, we use the ESMs which are expressed by stereotyped
UML state machines shown to the left of each building block. The
labels of the transitions refer to the pins that a token passes. A
slash distinguishes cause and effect, seen from the context instan-
tiating the building block. The prefixes in: and out: are used to refer
to input or output pins, respectively.

Following the description from above, the externally visible
behavior of s1: Single SMS Notification is triggered in its starting
transition from the outside via in:subscribe/ and eventually termi-
nates via /out:sms which is triggered from the inside of the building
block, i.e., it is spontaneous. Similarly, the building block s2: Send
SMS is started via pin init. From then on, however, the client side
may continuously send text messages via sms. As this is a so-called
id composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 5. First solution of the proximity alert.
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streaming node presented in black, tokens may pass while the
block is active.

The block for the location tracking is a bit more complex. After a
subscription that tells which mobile user (identified by a mobile
subscriber ID, MSID) should be tracked, the client continuously re-
ceives updates via streaming pin update while the subscriber
moves. This is expressed by the spontaneous self-transition /out:-
update which has state active as source and target. Once the client
is not interested in location data anymore, it may invoke pin
unsubscribe, upon which the building block unsubscribes from
the location server and terminates via terminated. The ESM also al-
lows that an update is combined with an simultaneous unsubscribe
via transition /out:update+in:unsubscribe. This is useful when the
reception of an update should be taken as trigger to unsubscribe.

The ESMs describe the behavior of the building blocks so that
engineers may instantiate and compose them to build more com-
prehensive services, without looking at their internals. Further-
more, during the analysis of a building block via model checking,
the behavior of the building blocks it consists of is abstracted by
the ESMs as well, effectively reducing the state space. The internals
of building blocks are only needed when components and their
state machines are generated and are described by UML activities,
as we will see in the next section. The building blocks are stored
within a UML repository managed by Arctis. As each building block
is a combination of a UML collaboration, an activity and an ESM,
Arctis provides an editor that keeps these three views consistent.
Syntactic inspections warn if any conventions are violated. Build-
ing blocks may be retrieved via the library of building blocks
shown on the left hand side of Fig. 3.

2.2. Composing building blocks

To create more comprehensive services from elementary build-
ing blocks, UML activities are used to describe their precise behav-
ioral composition. As an example, we consider the collaboration for
the proximity alert as described by the activity in the lower part of
Fig. 5. (The figure shows a premature design which we will analyze
and improve in Section 3.) The task of this sub-service is to notify
the client once a mobile user reaches a certain target position. Each
participant of the collaboration is represented by an activity parti-
tion. Proximity alert refers to the location tracking service, repre-
sented by call behavior action t. The client starts the sub-service
by providing the MSID of the player to track and the target loca-
tion, encapsulated by an object of type Tracking Target. When the
tracking target arrives at the proximity server, it passes a fork node
which duplicates the token. One copy follows the lower edge to the
operation extractLocation in which the location is extracted and
stored in the variable target. Within the same step, the other copy
follows the upper flow leaving the fork so that MSID is extracted
from the tracking target and the track location is started. From
then on, the track location emits a token carrying the current loca-
tion via update every time the subscriber changes position. This up-
dated location is compared in the boolean operation closeEnough
with the target location stored in the variable target. If the position
is not yet close enough to the target, the false branch is chosen and
the flow ends in the flow final node. If, however, the position is
close enough to the target, the else branch is chosen, which notifies
the client via alert. Within the same step, a token is pushed through
unsubscribe of t, so that no more updates are received. Unsubscribe
tokens coming from the enclosing context are directly forwarded
to the location tracker. Likewise, the termination of t is forwarded
to the client.

To create the specification, the location building block may sim-
ply be dragged into the editor. Arctis manages the assignment to
activity partitions based on the role binding of the collaborations.
As UML does not provide a language syntax to describe actions
Please cite this article in press as: Kraemer, F.A., et al. Tool support for the ra
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executed within the operations like closeEnough, the editor also
maintains a Java file for each partition that contains corresponding
methods which may be edited by the service engineer.

3. Automated model checking and analysis

To analyze building blocks and complete systems, the Arctis
editor constantly checks the model for a number of syntactic con-
straints. For a more thorough analysis of the behavior, Arctis em-
ploys the model checker TLC (Yu et al., 1999) based on the
Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA, (Lamport, 2002)). Fig. 2 outlines
this process: When a building block is complete and syntactically
correct, Arctis transforms the UML activity into TLA+, the language
for TLA, and automatically adds theorems expressing properties
that should hold for any application. Then, TLC is started. If TLC re-
ports an error, our tool visualizes the error trace and analyzes the
results; in some cases, it provides diagnostics and proposes fixes
that the user may apply. In the following, we will describe the de-
tails of this process by analyzing the proximity alert collaboration
sketched in Fig. 5. In Section 3.1, we show how the semantics of
activities are expressed in temporal logic, and discuss in Section
3.2 how theorems for correct building blocks can be written auto-
matically. In Section 3.3, we present how error traces are reported
back to the developer by means of animations in Arctis, and in Sec-
tion 3.4 how diagnosis and fixes can be proposed by the tool in
some cases. Section 3.5 introduces a building block that solves
problems of mixed initiatives, and Section 3.6 presents the com-
plete treasure hunt example system. Finally, we discuss the scala-
bility of the analysis in Section 3.7.

3.1. Semantics in temporal logic

TLA specifications are structured as TLA+ modules that describe
behavior as sequences of steps. This mathematical interpretation
fits well with the more graphical representation of activity behav-
ior as token flows; stable states in which tokens rest in places are
pid composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 6. TLA+ module for the semantics of ProximityAlert.

Fig. 7. Simplified proximity alert without data.
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represented by the variables of a TLA specification, and the token
movements are specified by TLA actions (see Kraemer and Herr-
mann (2007a)). Fig. 6 lists the TLA+ module for the proximity alert,
as generated by Arctis.3 In its second line, the module declares the
variables representing the states of the specification, followed by
their initial values given by Init. After that, the TLA actions are de-
clared. These are predicates on pairs of states each expressing behav-
ioral steps. The Next statement as well as Spec define the actual
specification as the disjunction of all of these actions. The last part
describes some theorems which we will explain below. For details,
we refer to Lamport (2002). As we focus on the analysis of the coor-
dination of concurrent behavior, we ignore in our TLA model the
UML variables of the specification (like target in Fig. 5) and UML
operations on it. We therefore look at the version of the proximity
alert in Fig. 7, to make the discussion easier to follow.

Due to the refinement semantics employed in SPACE (Kraemer
and Herrmann, 2007a), TLA actions are formulated in such a way
that tokens only rest on places where they wait for other events
to happen. This can be the expiration of a timer or the arrival of an-
other token in a partition. For the proximity alert, tokens rest at the
flows that cross partitions between client and proximity server,
illustrated by the circles q1. . .q4, and represented in the TLA+ mod-
ule by the corresponding variables. We assign integers to them
storing the number of tokens in the corresponding place. In addi-
tion, the ESM state of the location tracking building block is repre-
sented by variable t. So, we can effectively reduce the state space
when analyzing the proximity alert by considering only the more
abstract ESM of the location but not its internal details. As the col-
laboration is open, that means, depends on the interactions from
the enclosing context, we represent the state of the enclosing
ESM (shown in Fig. 5) by the variable esm.

In the initial state (declared by Init) all queues are empty
ðq1 . . . q4 ¼ 0Þ and the ESM of t as well as the enclosing ESM are
in state off.4 In this state, only action observe is enabled and can be
executed. Actions refer to pairs of states, where unprimed variables
(like q1) model the current state and primed variables (like q10) refer
3 For readability, we adjusted the automatically derived names of variables and
actions.

4 When used as instantiated building blocks, the initial ESM state and all final
states are mapped to the single state off, representing an inactive block. For the
enclosing ESM of the main activity, we distinguish between the initial state off and
the terminated state finished to reason about the life-cycle, as we will later see.
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to the next state. Consequently, action observe describes that the
enclosing ESM changes from off to active and a token is placed into
queue q1. In the UML activity, this corresponds to a token entering
via observe and flowing into the transmission medium between the
client and proximity server.

The other actions represent the residual steps our specification
describes. Thus, subscribe models the arrival of a token in the prox-
imity server upon which the location tracking is started. Action up-
date represents that a new location arrived, upon which the client
is notified via q2 and the location tracking is terminated.5 Actions
unsubscribe and unsubscribe2 describe how the client terminates
the subscription to the proximity alert. Actions term1 and term2
model how a termination by the client propagates towards the ser-
ver, and alert represents the notification of the client once the target
is reached.

3.2. Theorems for correct building blocks

There are a number of general behavioral properties that should
hold for any building block. To check them, Arctis automatically
adds corresponding theorems to the TLA specification, as listed in
the last compartment of Fig. 6.
5 An update not matching the target location corresponds to a step without state
change which we left out for brevity.

id composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of TLC’s error trace in Arctis.
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– To prevent communication overflows, queue places between
partition borders must be bounded. To detect violations, we
state with theorem t_bounds that q1 to q4 must not exceed a cer-
tain number, here chosen to be 5. This has to hold in any state of
the specification, which is expressed by the temporal operator �
(always).

– A building block must be free of deadlocks, in which it does not
reach any of its final states. This is covered by theorem t_dead-
lock, which states that, at any time, the building block must
either have reached a final state of its ESM (encoded as finished),
or that one of its actions has to be enabled.

– The sub-activities within a building block must be used accord-
ing to the ESM, so that pins are traversed only in the allowed
order. In particular, this means whenever there is a token that
can flow into a pin of the sub-activity t, its ESM has to be in a
state that accepts this token. For our example this means that
whenever a token is in queue q1 that could enter t via subscribe,
then the ESM of t (see Fig. 4) must be in state off, as an entry via
subscribe would activate it. Similarly, whenever a token from q3
could unsubscribe, t has to be in state active. These constraints
are expressed by theorems t_q1 and t_q3.

– As the internal behavior of a building block must correspond to
its external description, similar theorems are created for the
enclosing ESM. For instance, whenever a token in q2 could tra-
verse via alert, the enclosing ESM (see Fig. 5) has to be in state
active, expressed by t_q2. Theorem t_q4 works accordingly.

In addition to the general well-formedness properties described
above, users may add application-specific constraints in form of
assertions expressed by dedicated stereotypes in the UML activi-
ties. Examples for such properties are how often certain operations
may or must be executed, or if certain operations are mutually
exclusive.

3.3. Error trace animation in Arctis

Arctis generates the TLA+ module as described above and in-
vokes the TLC model checker. During the generation of the TLA+

module, a map from the variable names used in TLA to the ele-
ments of the activity is constructed. Therefore, if TLC reports that
theorems are violated, our tool parses the textual error trace pro-
vided by TLC and maps each state back into the original activity
diagram.

Fig. 8 illustrates how the trace is presented graphically to the
user after TLC reported that a theorem was violated. The user can
jump through the error trace, animated by tokens in the editor.
The state of the activity and each of its building blocks are repre-
sented by the corresponding ESM states. In addition, the pins of t
and the parameter nodes6 of the enclosing activity are marked
based on their corresponding ESM states: A node that may release
a token is depicted with a token besides it, while one that must
not be passed by a token is shown crossed out.

– In the initial state 1, a token may enter the activity via observe
and place a token in queue q1. This changes the enclosing ESM
to active, and state 2 is reached.

– In state 2, the client may send an unsubscribe, placing a token
into q3.

– In state 3, TLC reports that theorem t q3 is violated. We can see,
that the token in q3 could enter the ESM of t via unsubscribe. The
ESM, however, is in state off, because the token that should acti-
vate it still resides in q1.
6 Conceptually, UML distinguishes between parameter nodes that are at the border
of activities and pins which represent parameter nodes once the activity is
instantiated as call behavior action. Both are represented by the same symbols.
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3.4. Automatic diagnose and fixes

The presentation of the traces within the editor is already help-
ful, especially as users do not have to consider any temporal logic
formulas. In addition, Arctis can in many cases provide a more dis-
tinct diagnosis and suggest improvements. For that, each violated
theorem triggers a number of pattern searches that take the UML
activity as well as TLC’s error trace as input. In the example, Arctis
detected a match for the situation that a token overtakes another
one during the transmission between partitions: Between state 2
and state 3, q3 is filled while q1 has not yet been emptied. This
may be intended by the designer. The fact, that the token arriving
in q3 harms a theorem, however, is a reason for Arctis to report this
situation.

As a remedy, Arctis proposes to add a sequencing construct, so
that a token in q3 can only proceed towards unsubscribe after q1
was consumed. The altered design is shown in Fig. 9, after Arctis
pid composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 10. New error situation in the altered design.

Fig. 9. Suggested improvement by Arctis with sequencing.
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added an additional fork, a join node and a timer.7 Before a token
can move from q3 into unsubscribe of t, it has to wait in the join
node until the other incoming flow can offer a token. This may only
happen after a token was consumed from q1, which enforces the
desired sequence. The additional timer8 prevents that tokens pass
through subscribe and unsubscribe within the same step, since this
would harm the assumptions of the ESM of block t. Further cases
for automatic diagnosis and fixes are described in Slåtten (2005).

3.5. A building block to handle mixed initiatives

We let Arctis analyze the improved design. After a new analysis,
Arctis reports that a theorem was violated and presents the error
trace. For brevity, we directly consider its last state shown in
Fig. 10. We can see that in this state, a player must have reached
the target position, as one token is in queue q2. This token may
have only arrived there via pin update of t. However, in the mean-
time, the client has chosen to unsubscribe, since the join node fol-
lowing q3 contains a token as well. This reveals a situation that is
typical for systems in which several active components may take
initiatives at the same time, due to the buffered communication.
These two initiatives are in conflict. Once identified, such a situa-
tion can be handled by assigning primary and secondary priorities
to the conflicting partners. An initiative from the primary side is
accepted in all cases. For the secondary side, this means that it
must be prepared to receive a primary initiative even after it issued
an initiative itself, and obey the primary one; the secondary is in
this case discarded. The solution may sound trivial, but such situ-
ations are intricate to get right, as the generic solution is combined
with the complexity of the rest of the application. Thus, often it is
not treated with the appropriate care.

As mixed initiatives are so common in this kind of system, we
provide special building blocks in our library that solve such situ-
ations (see also Kraemer et al. (2007)). In the following, we present
one in which the side that starts the interactions has secondary pri-
ority, called Mixed Initiative Secondary Starter, MISS for short.

The internal behavior is represented by a network of activity
nodes that implements the desired behavior, shown in the center
of Fig. 11. This activity appears quite complex on the first glance.
However, an engineer using this building block never has to look
at the inside as presented here; the external description is suffi-
cient. It is given by two local ESMs that describe the external
behavior on each of the participants of the building block. The side
7 While elements are added and connected automatically, it is up to the user to
adjust their layout.

8 Since we do not look into real-time behavior during the analysis, timers are just
modeled as actions that may execute whenever the timer is active, see also Kraemer
and Herrmann (2007a).
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with secondary priority starts the block. If the primary side takes
initiative, the block eventually terminates on the secondary side
via primWins. If the secondary side takes its initiative (in the trea-
sure hunt this means that the timer expired), it has to wait for the
primary side to either confirm via secAccepted or, if the primary
side took initiative in the meantime, be overruled and receive a
secOverruled. The ESM for the primary side is easier, as its initiative
always succeeds, and no waiting for a confirmation in necessary.

For the proximity alert, we apply the mixed initiative block with
the starting secondary side assigned to the client, as shown in
Fig. 12. In the strict sense, this means a slight advantage for the
players, as an arrival is counted if the corresponding notification
reaches the proximity server before the timeout. Later, during
the usage of the proximity alert, we need to know if the initiative
of the client was overruled. Therefore, we propagate this via the
ESM of the proximity alert using alertAnyhow. The introduction
of a building block to handle this situation makes this design
choice explicit. If we want to change this policy (so that for exam-
ple the timeout should get priority over the arrival of the player),
we would simply replace this block by one in which the primary
side starts and assigns the corresponding roles to the proximity
server and the client.

3.6. The complete treasure hunt system

The complete behavioral system is described by the activity in
Fig. 13. Each collaboration use from the system collaboration from
Fig. 3 is represented by a corresponding call behavior action (i.e.,
s1, s2, p, r). In addition, it contains two auxiliary activity blocks
t2: Timer to measure time and c: Countdown as a decrementing
counter. These blocks are local to the game server and help to de-
scribe the composition between the other collaborations. There-
fore, Arctis draws them in blue.

At startup, s1, s2 and counter c are initialized as tokens are emit-
ted from the three initial nodes i1..i3. Then, the single SMS notifica-
tion s1 is waiting for an incoming SMS to start a game. Once it
arrives, the player’s MSID is extracted, upon which a welcome mes-
sage is produced and sent out via s2. Within the same step, the rid-
dle generator r is queried for the first riddle. It answers by
simultaneously issuing the next target, the granted time for the
completion as well as the question in form of an SMS message.
The target is used to start the proximity alert collaboration p. In
the same step, timer t2 is started with the granted time as input
and the question is sent out to the player. It is now up to the player
to move fast enough to the right target, upon which the proximity
alert terminates via alert, which stops the timer. In addition, a to-
ken is sent through the countdown, which determines if more rid-
dles should be sent out. In this case, after decreasing its internal
id composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 11. Building block to handle mixed initiatives with local ESMs for both of its participants.

Fig. 12. Correct proximity alert with the mixed initiative building block.

Fig. 13. Complete system specification of the treasure hunt.
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counter, it directs the token to continue, which triggers another
round. Otherwise, the game is ended successfully and a message
is sent to the player. In case the player arrives too late at the target,
the timeout from t2 causes an unsubscribe from the proximity alert
and the player is notified that the game is lost.

3.7. Scalability of the analysis

Due to the compositional nature of the underlying formalism in
temporal logic and the way building blocks are composed with
each other, each building block can be analyzed separately. Even
when a building block is composed from others, these sub-behav-
iors are abstracted by their respective ESMs, which leads to a smal-
ler state space than if a block would be analyzed with all its sub-
behaviors in place.

To illustrate the reduction of complexity of the analysis through
the building blocks and ESM, we conducted an experiment, in
which we compare the size of state spaces of the complete system
with those of the strategy of analyzing all building blocks
separately.

– When we produce the state space of the complete system with-
out making use of the building blocks and their ESMs (i.e., we
expand the behavior contained in all building blocks), the model
checking finds 575 distinct states.

– When we analyze each building block separately, the state space
for each building block is only a fraction of this number: The
treasure hunt system on its highest composition level in
Fig. 13 has only 7 distinct states. The building block to handle
mixed initiatives in Fig. 11 requires 22 states, and the collabora-
tion for the proximity alert from Fig. 12 has 17 states. The
remaining blocks in Fig. 13 not further detailed here have simi-
larly few states, with TrackLocation being the most complex with
4 distinct states.

Obviously, real systems tend to be larger than the presented
example. However, this does not result in more complex
building blocks, but rather in additional levels of decomposition,
represented by additional building blocks. Since those can be
analyzed separately, as shown, the total effort for validation only
increases linearly with the size of the system, since more build-
ing blocks have to be analyzed, but not a larger overall state
space.

In the FABULA project (Kathayat and Br�k, 2009), for example,
the treasure hunt system is currently extended with chat and in-
stant messaging functions between the users. This is achieved by
encapsulating the treasure hunt system as a service, and creating
a new system level in which the treasure hunt service is combined
with the chat and instance messaging services.
9 The signal names are derived from the names of activity edges, not shown here.
4. Automated transformation

The UML activities of the building blocks together with the Java
methods for the content of the call operation actions constitute a
complete system description. To split this description into sepa-
rate components, the activities have to be transformed into exe-
cutable state machines that can be implemented via code
generation to run on our execution platforms, as we will detail
in Section 5. Some concepts found in activities have their direct
correspondence in state machines. Call operation actions are exe-
cuted as operations that are part of a transition. Operations on
variables stay largely unchanged, and decisions in activities map
to choice pseudostates in a state machine. The remaining concepts,
however, are fundamentally different (see Kraemer and Herrmann
(2007b)):
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– In contrast to the explicit control states of state machines, activ-
ities represent their states indirectly via the different token
markings that occur during the execution. The transformation
has to find all reachable token markings and map them to con-
trol states.

– The token movements must be mapped to transitions of state
machines. There is, however, no one-to-one mapping between
activity flows and state machine transitions either. Depending
on the markings, one flow may have to be represented by several
state machine transitions. This is the case for join nodes, where
tokens have to wait until all incoming edges can fire.

– As components communicate via buffered message exchange,
flows crossing partition borders have to be split up and trans-
lated into corresponding signal transmissions. If a flow carries
objects, signal types have to take these objects as payload.

The detailed algorithm to construct the state machine transition
identifies the events within a partition that correspond to events in
state machines. These are the expiration of timers and the arrival of
signals (resp. tokens entering a partition). By traversing the activity
graph and taking into account the current marking, the state ma-
chine transition is constructed successively. The details of the algo-
rithm are explained in Kraemer and Herrmann (2007b). In the
following, we illustrate the transformation process for the game
server component.

4.1. Scalability of the transformation

The search for reachable markings implies a state space explo-
ration of the system’s specification. To reduce the state space, we
employ a strategy that, similar to our strategy in model checking,
utilizes the external behavior of the building blocks as described
by ESMs. Only one state machine is produced at a time. Therefore,
we only need to consider those building blocks with its internals
that directly contribute to the state machine under construction.
The other building blocks are abstracted by their ESMs. When we
create the state machine for the game server, for example, we
may disregard the internals of t: Track Location, while the other
building blocks need to be integrated. To generate the state ma-
chine for the proximity server, only the building blocks for the
mixed initiative and the location tracking have to be seen from
the inside.

4.2. State machine for the game server

Fig. 14 shows the state machine automatically produced by the
Arctis transformation from the activity of Fig. 13. As general UML
state machines can be used in various ways, we describe in Kra-
emer et al. (2006) rules for transitions so that the state machines
may be executed efficiently. For example, each transition with
exception of the initial one must be scheduled by a signal or a
timeout. The application of these rules is noted by the stereotype
executable.

The initial transition, initializes the counter and starts the SMS
notification, whereupon the state machine changes into state
state_1 and waits for an incoming SMS. Once the SMS arrives, the
MSID of its sender is extracted, from which a welcome message
is generated that is sent back to the player. Within the same tran-
sition, the riddle server is queried for a new riddle via signal
GetRiddle.9 This implements the flow in Fig. 13 starting within s1
via pin sms. In a similar way, the other flows in Fig. 13 are trans-
formed into transitions of the state machine of Fig. 14.
id composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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Fig. 14. Executable state machine for the game server generated by Arctis.
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The generated state machine handles the mixed initiative be-
tween the timer and the alert correctly. This is visible in control
state state_4, reached after a timeout, where the state machine is
prepared to receive both an acknowledgement of the timeout as
well as a primary initiative modeling the arrival of the player at
the target.

4.3. Correctness of the transformation

Obviously, it is important that the generated state machines be-
have exactly as implied by the activities of the specifications. To
ensure this, we use temporal logic as well. Similar to the semantics
of activities presented in Section 3.1, we defined formal semantics
of the executable state machines in (Kraemer et al., 2006), using a
compositional variant of TLA, cTLA (Herrmann and Krumm, 2000).
A system of state machines can therefore be presented as a TLA
specification SpecE. As the implementation relation corresponds
to logical implication in TLA, we have to prove that SpecE ) SpecA

holds, where SpecA is the TLA specification of the system as ex-
pressed by activities (see Kraemer and Herrmann (2007a)). This
relationship can be shown by a TLA refinement proof as demon-
strated in Kraemer (2008, App. B). The necessary refinement map-
ping (Abadi and Lamport, 1991) is easy to find using the guidelines
described in Kraemer and Herrmann (2007b). Note, however, that
such a reasoning is only necessary to ensure the soundness of the
transformation once. During the implementation of systems, the
service engineers can then rely on the tool to execute the transfor-
mation correctly.

5. Code generation from state machines

The mechanisms for the execution of state machines go back to
principles found in telecommunication systems (Br�k et al., 1981)
and use a run-time support system that schedules the execution of
the state machine transitions, further described in Kraemer et al.
(2006). Through this additional level of multiplexing, many state
machine instances can be executed within the same operating sys-
tem thread, which is important for systems to scale. While these
mechanisms can be implemented on a variety of platforms, we fo-
cus currently on Java and use the ServiceFrame/ActorFrame execu-
tion platforms (Br�k et al., 2002). These frameworks take care of
Please cite this article in press as: Kraemer, F.A., et al. Tool support for the ra
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addressing and routing. The implementation and scheduling of
state machine transitions are based on JavaFrame (Haugen and
Møller-Pedersen, 2000). Code for these frameworks is generated
automatically with the tool described in Kraemer (2003) and Støyle
(2004). The code generator creates OSGi bundles for the compo-
nents that can be deployed on different machines. In addition,
we can generate Java Micro Edition code for the execution on
Sun SPOTs (Merha, 2008), targeting embedded devices.

6. Related approaches

A number of other tools combine UML modeling with formal
analysis techniques. The majority of these approaches directly uses
state machines as the main specification units. HUGO (Knapp and
Merz, 2002), for example, verifies UML state machines against
UML interactions using the SPIN model checker (Holzmann,
2003), and UPPAAL (Bengtsson and Yi, 2003) to check real-time
properties. Burmester et al. (2004) uses so-called real-time state
charts that represent behavioral patterns and utilizes Amnell
et al. (2001) for their verification. The specifications in OMEGA
(Hooman et al., 2008) are based on state machines as well. Using
the model checker IF (Bozga et al., 2004), they are verified against
properties expressed by special observer state machines, as de-
scribed in Ober et al. (2004).

Analysis of activities is done for example in Guelfi and Mammar
(2005) via SPIN. In Dong and Shensheng (2003), UML activities are
analyzed using the p-calculus. Safety and liveness properties are
expressed using the modal mu-calculus and checked using the
MWB tool (Victor and Moller, 1994). Similarly, Eshuis (2006) uses
the model checker NuSMV to check the consistency of activity dia-
grams. The difference of these approaches to ours lies mainly in the
semantics employed for the activities and the domain of applica-
tion. While they focus on activities more from a perspective of
business processes assuming a central clock or synchronous com-
munication, we need for our activities reactive semantics (Kraemer
and Herrmann, 2007a) reflecting the transmission of asynchronous
messages between distributed components.

In the domain of web services, the tool suite WS-Engineer (Fos-
ter et al., 2007) enables verification (freedom of deadlocks, safety
and liveness properties) of a BPEL implementation and its choreog-
raphy description. Like in our method, this is accomplished
pid composition, analysis and implementation of reactive services. J. Syst.
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through the use of an underlying formalism (in this case FSP, Finite
State Process, (Magee and Kramer, 2006)) and model checking (via
the LTSA tool (Magee and Kramer, 2006)). Apart from the differ-
ences in chosen formalism and languages, our method differs from
that of WS-Engineer in its strong focus on the behaviorally com-
plete definition of reusable, collaborative building blocks and their
separate analysis.

There exist also other tools that present the results of a model
checker in terms of a graphical model. vUML (Lilius and Paltor,
1999) automatically creates PROMELA specifications from UML
state charts and model checks them using SPIN. Like us, they mostly
check general properties that the users do not specify manually, but
they also allow to declare certain states as erroneous or desired
goals. Any error traces are presented as sequence diagrams. An-
other tool is Theseus (Goldsby et al., 2006) which visualizes error
traces from the SPIN and SMV model checkers onto UML 1.4 state
chart diagrams, and also generates UML sequence diagrams from
the trace. While both of the above tools visualize the trace, they
do not try to find a reason for the error. Moreover, as error traces
are presented as sequence diagrams, the user has to find manually
the relation to the original source model. In our case, errors are vis-
ible within the same editor used to create the specification.

In Flender and Freytag (2006), a method is proposed for visual-
izing soundness violations of workflow Petri nets (van der Aalst,
1998), detected by the Woflan tool (van der Aalst, 1999), in the
WoPeD tool (WoPeD, 2008). Soundness violation is separated into
five violation classes and a list of eleven error reasons is presented.
In the case of a violation, the violating nodes are highlighted with
the violation class and the error reason. If a violation is caused by a
certain firing sequence of the net, an animation can be shown.
Since this approach works on workflow Petri nets, it is quite close
to the UML activities used in our case. However, similar to the
works on activities mentioned earlier, focus lies on business pro-
cesses, not on distributed, reactive components with asynchronous
communication.

The tool support provided by the SIMS project (2009) uses col-
laborations as well, albeit in a form that is complementary to the
current approach in Arctis. In SIMS, elementary collaborations de-
scribe a pair of behavioral interfaces (Carrez et al., 2008). These can
be connected within composite collaborations to describe, how an
overall service goal may be achieved. Engineers are supported by
validation algorithms that check compliance of state machines
with behavioral interfaces. However, these state machines have
to be constructed manually.

The SDL pattern tool (SPT, (Dorsch et al., 2004)), supports the
integration of patterns into SDL designs. The patterns are inte-
grated within the component-oriented perspective expressed by
SDL processes. In contrast to our encapsulated building blocks, pat-
terns are expressed as SDL fragments that have to be integrated
into the state machine under construction.
7. Concluding remarks

In the current version of our method and tools we focus on the
analysis of general safety properties as detailed in Section 3.2.
Analysis of real-time and liveness properties is subject of future
work. Our experience so far, however, shows that checking safety
properties, in particular the obligation with the ESMs of the build-
ing blocks, uncover many design flaws that should be addressed
first. In addition, we study the possibility to ensure application-
specific properties (such as mutual exclusion between certain
operations, for instance) by applying assertive stereotypes to the
activities. Similar to the general safety properties, these assertions
are automatically transformed into theorems for model checking
(Slåtten, 2005).
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Arctis is used within the applied research project ISIS (Infra-
structure for Integrated Services) funded by the Research Council
of Norway. In this project we develop methods, tools and platforms
for the rapid specification and deployment of services in the do-
main of home automation. We believe that the collaboration-ori-
ented approach underlying Arctis is ideal in this setting: While
there exists a number of rather stable sub-services that provide
some basic functionality, the challenge is to compose them quickly,
as demonstrated in the example.

Our tool is also used within the FABULA project (Kathayat and
Br�k, 2009), which deals with the creation of learning platforms
that make use of location-aware services. In this project, the trea-
sure hunt system as presented here is extended to serve as a gen-
eral framework for situated learning systems, in which exercises
are solved by pupils in a mobile setting. Within these projects, as
well as in teaching and student theses (Haugsrud, 2008; Heitmann,
2008; Sangvanphant, 2008), we have tested the effectiveness of our
method. The threshold to get started is rather low; a developer
familiar with Java and the Eclipse platform can build a running sys-
tem within a short time, depending on how many existing building
blocks may be reused. For the presented system, for instance, we
could reuse the blocks for SMS communication (SendSMS and Sin-
gleSMSNotification) and location tracking as well as the one to han-
dle mixed initiatives from previous projects. Therefore, editing the
entire system as presented in Figs. 12 and 13 took us less than one
hour.

In our opinion, the specification style supported by our method
is quite intuitive, due to its way of decomposing systems into col-
laborative building blocks: The main specification of the system
as depicted in Fig. 13 is very close to an informal functional descrip-
tion that can be the result of a requirements analysis. It focuses on
the distribution of responsibilities and decomposes the system
according to its sub-functions. In contrast, state machines (which
in our approach are never read by humans) provide a less compre-
hensive view. To understand them, detailed signal transmission
must be considered, and elements related to a single function (like
counters, timers or the coordination of mixed initiatives) are mixed
with each other. In activities, on the other side, all elements related
to a certain function are encapsulated within one building block.
This supports reuse, since developers may simply drag existing
functionalities in form of building blocks into the editor and only
refer to their externally visible events represented by pins. Since
the building blocks may cover behavior of several participants, en-
tire sub-services may be reused by referring to a single element.
Furthermore, since the building blocks also allow system specifica-
tions to be decomposed into arbitrary many levels, the complexity
of each level (i.e., building block) is quite manageable, which makes
the overall method also scalable from a developer’s point of view.

For the analysis, we follow the strategy proposed by Rushby in
‘‘Disappearing Formal Methods” (Rushby, 2000), to hide formal
methods in tools in such a way that users are not directly con-
cerned with them. In our experience, this strategy not only reduces
the threshold to analyze models thoroughly. This is also an incen-
tive for the use of rigorous modeling in the first place and inte-
grates well with the paradigms of the Model-Driven Architecture
(MDA, (Object Management Group, 2003)).

Based on case studies, we are currently expanding the analytical
capabilities of Arctis, so that more automated fixes and corrections
can be offered. That gives even better assistance to the engineers
which, in consequence, reduces development time further.
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